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Executive Summary

The Citizens League has reviewed the current debate on regional government and the League's 25-year history of studies, recommendations and statements on regional government. The League offers the following recommendations, observations and conclusions on regional challenges and governance. Further League analysis in this area is planned during 1993.

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS ON REGIONAL GOVERNANCE:

1. Residents of the metropolitan area share many common interests and these should be articulated by a distinct regional entity.
2. Challenges, problems and priorities in the region have expanded and shifted over the last 20 years.
3. Stronger regional government is needed to mobilize a wide range of resources to accomplish regional goals.
4. Metropolitan government should focus on vision, policy and strategy and avoid, whenever possible, being a direct service provider or managing details of regional functions.
5. Redesigning metropolitan government will change the roles and functions of local governments in the metropolitan region.
6. Regional government should be flexible, designing suitable governing and management structures for different functions.
7. Achieving regional consensus and vision depends on regional government having strong and effective leadership, functions relevant to the problems confronting the region, and adequate authority.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON REGIONAL GOVERNANCE:

The Citizens League recommends that the Governor and Legislature:

Establish a blue ribbon interim Commission on Metropolitan Affairs, made up of appointees of the Governor, House and Senate, to report back to the 1994 Legislature on the following charge:
• Identify, as part of the process of clarifying the legislative vision for regional government, priority areas and deadlines for action to address regional challenges.

• Recommend on an agency by agency basis the budget and control relationships between the regional government and operating agencies with the aim of improving accountability and coherence with overall regional objectives.

• Review the powers of the Metropolitan Council and the authority needed by regional government to achieve regional objectives.

• Lay out a framework for the election of the Metropolitan Council, the central policy making body of the region.
KEY OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Citizens League believes that the debate on the Metropolitan Council should start by questioning what the region needs now and by identifying appropriate regional responses to these needs. The League recognizes the need for greater emphasis on the problems of geographic concentration of poverty, housing and educational concerns as part of the broad physical, economic and social well-being of the region. We believe that a regional entity is needed to address these challenges by developing public policy, devising regional strategies and catalyzing action both by other levels of government and by non-governmental actors. The Citizens League recommendations on regional governance were informed by the following seven key observations and conclusions.

1. Residents of the metropolitan area share many common interests and these should be articulated by a distinct regional entity. Communities across the metropolitan area share many common interests, resources, values and aspirations. Many needs and issues, such as growing poverty and housing quality, do not respect local boundaries. Clearly, there is a need for a viable regional forum to argue out these issues and problems, to determine how to address them and to set in place strategies to remedy problems. Properly revitalized, the Metropolitan Council might continue to be that entity to address regional issues in the coming years.

2. Priorities in the region have expanded and shifted over the last 20 years. The Metropolitan Council has provided a strong resource for physical infrastructure planning and development since it was created. But the League believes that the challenges -- as reflected in citizen concerns -- have shifted to include poverty, public safety, health care, education and economic development. An appropriate regional entity must be able to orchestrate a credible response to these challenges.

3. A strong regional government is needed to bring a wide range of resources -- physical, personnel and financial -- to deal with regional needs. The scope of these problems is beyond the capacity of individual municipal or county governments. Region-wide resources and strategies are required to address these needs. To carry out these responsibilities, the regional government should have three key powers: taxing authority for the areas outlined as the regional entity's responsibility by the Legislature; the ability to shift resources as appropriate and the power to impose sanctions on local governments which do not meet their responsibilities.

4. Metropolitan government should avoid being a direct service provider but should largely be a vision, policy and strategy entity. We do not support giving the Metropolitan Council additional responsibility for operational details, since that will likely come at the expense of attending to vision and regional strategy development. Metropolitan government should be responsible for planning overall strategy but not the detailed management required to actually run a program or service. Metropolitan government should be the key regional entity for public policy development and facilitation. It must articulate the regional interest, set key polices and priorities and develop effective implementation strategies. To concentrate its efforts, it must avoid, where feasible, being a service provider. Regional strategies to
address the new priorities need not require new bureaucratic operating authorities. As strategies are developed, functional differentiation among governments (both local and regional) should be examined, looking at each service to determine who should handle it.

5. Redesigning metropolitan government will change the roles and functions of local governments in the metropolitan region. No one government can address all problems. Some governments may not have as much power following a redesign of regional governance but other entities, such as neighborhoods, may be given additional responsibilities. It should be the issue that determines which government should handle a challenge rather than current or past practice. In addition, collaboration and consolidation among governments is happening now, and redesign of regional government and its relationships could change the nature of this development.

6. Regional government should be flexible while designing different structures to meet the challenges of different functions. The different ways in which the Council now relates to the operating agencies can be a strength. At the same time, there must be effective links between the Metropolitan Council and the regional agencies so that the plans and policies developed by the Council are adopted and carried out by the agencies.

7. Both strong and effective leadership and strong functions and authority for regional government are needed to pull together and design a regional vision and build consensus around it. As one part of an overall effort to strengthen regional responses to regional needs, the Citizens League continues to stand for an elected Metropolitan Council. Since the Citizens League’s first report in March of 1967, which recommended the creation of the Metropolitan Council, the League has advocated election of Council members by popular vote. Elections energize the public debate, make the government more visible, more assertive and over time should help to define a vision for the region.
REGIONAL VISION, STRATEGIES AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Much of the debate on regional government would appear to respond to three main questions:

- **Vision:** How do we establish a regional vision of where we want to be that reflects key challenges, goals and broad themes emerging in the region?

- **Strategies:** How do we establish and implement regional strategies to address pressing regional needs (a) without creating excessive central bureaucracy and (b) while assuring a reasonable likelihood that prudent measures that might be unpopular with some other governmental units can be achieved?

- **Accountability:** How do we ensure reasonable accountability for the hundreds of millions of dollars that regional agencies spend and that these funds are expended in a fashion that is coherent with overall regional objectives?

**VISION**

The key responsibilities of the Legislature, as the body with the power to create and shape the regional government, are to provide the regional government with a clear set of goals for its attention, devise broad themes for the regional government to emphasize in a broad portfolio of possible activities and provide rigorous oversight of the performance of the regional agency.

The League believes that clarifying the regional vision and goals should precede wholesale redesign of governmental structure. Structure should be designed to support the long-range implementation of the vision for the region. To accomplish the task of specifying broad goals and themes for regional government to address, we recommend that the Legislature:

**Recommendation:** Establish a blue ribbon interim Commission on Metropolitan Affairs, made up of appointees of the Governor, House and Senate, to report back to the 1994 legislature with recommendations for priority areas for action. They would make a major contribution to clarifying the legislative vision for regional government. The majority of the appointees to the Commission should be general citizens. The tasks would include: identifying a defined set of high priority issue areas for action by the regional government, setting a timeline for performance and a format for oversight in these areas and identifying a broad set of potential implementation strategies for accomplishing regional goals.

Based on a renewed legislative framework, the Metropolitan Council might appropriately establish opportunities to mobilize citizen input to develop a more detailed vision for the region. The Council might establish, for example, a commission to articulate a regional vision on economic development. Such a process should be broadly based and made up of
recognized leaders from many sectors of the region to get the best available thinking and to build consensus. On a periodic basis, the Metropolitan Council might create a vision group to review trends, hold public hearings and to identify areas requiring priority attention.

STRATEGIES

Once a regional vision has been established, the Metropolitan Council should devise implementation strategies to achieve that vision. These strategies would be implemented through regional operating agencies, local units of government and others, including nonprofit agencies.

The Council would present its visions and strategies to the Legislature and request whatever additional authority it needed to carry out the strategies. Legislative support for regional goals and strategies is crucial. While the Legislature needs to devise an ongoing system to focus oversight on regional government, it must also resist the temptation to manage the regional government in detail. An important issue is whether the regional government has sufficient powers to achieve regional objectives or whether additional powers may be needed. The League recommends that:

The interim Commission on Metropolitan Affairs review the powers of the Metropolitan Council and the authority needed by regional government to achieve regional objectives.

A fundamental review of present regional strategies and the needs for new regional strategies in light of the new vision would be appropriate at this time. The initial work to develop effective and efficient strategies might well be done by the best available talent in particular fields of work and study. It is important that the strategies be cutting-edge and innovative to respond to the complex dynamics both of the challenges and of governing efficiently and effectively in the coming decades. The Metropolitan Council should be challenged to be innovative and to go beyond traditional implementation strategies. Regional government, in summary, should draw upon state-of-the-art expertise in devising innovative and cutting-edge implementation strategies to arrive at the most creative and effective solutions for the region.

ACCOUNTABILITY

Regional operating agencies spend hundreds of millions of dollars per year with little direct oversight or authorization from elected decision makers. Devising and implementing a new vision for the region requires improved accountability, both outside and within regional government. It is very important, however, that this effort be done within the context of a clear set of identified regional needs and goals.

External Accountability.

To enhance accountability, the Metropolitan Council should be elected. We believe that an elected Metropolitan Council is a necessary -- though clearly not sufficient -- condition to ensure that the Council has the political muscle, visibility and public accountability needed to build a vision and see it through. An elected Council would have more clout in the intensely
political atmosphere of intergovernmental relations. The current structure, with its layers of appointees, is inherently weak. In moving to an elected Council, many questions remain to be answered. The League recommends that:

The interim Commission on Metropolitan Affairs be charged with recommending a specific set of steps, structures and frameworks for election of the Metropolitan Council, the central policy making body of the region.

Suggested areas for recommendations include: Nomination requirements for candidates to run for office, campaign finance mechanisms, full- or part-time status, compensation, length of terms, staggering of terms, at-large or district-based seats and a method for selection of the chair of the regional government.

To build confidence in its performance, the Metropolitan Council will need to report information and results to the voters and to the Legislature. A useful companion step would be for the legislature to review the scope, form and frequency of its oversight over metropolitan regional affairs.

Internal Accountability.

To improve internal accountability within regional government, structures are needed for regional government and operating agencies that: (1) reduce the number of layers of appointed officials with policy making authority and operating responsibilities, specifically in the area of transit; (2) align the Council and the regional operating agencies in devising and implementing coherent regional strategies; and (3) promote operating efficiency by the regional agencies. It is unlikely that one accountability model will be appropriate for all regional agencies.

Recommendation: We recommend that the interim Commission on Metropolitan Affairs review and recommend on an agency by agency basis appropriate budget and control relationships between the regional government and the regional operating agencies, with the aim of improving accountability and coherence. The Commission should take into account a variety of factors in making its recommendations including size, scope of authority, maturity of the service or program and relationship to the Council.
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WORK OF THE COMMITTEE

CHARGE TO THE COMMITTEE

Preamble

Some 25 years ago, based on a perception of a regional community and regional needs, the Metropolitan Council was created. The regional needs of the 1960s have given way to a new set of pressing issues which include physical infrastructure but which also include more social concerns. Recent statistics show that more than half of the children in our largest city live in poverty. This poverty is growing in some parts of our region even as other parts are making economic progress. These and other factors such as urban sprawl and job creation in more outlying areas suggest a new look at our regional governance structures.

Issues/Tasks:

1. The committee should synthesize recent work on metropolitan governance issues, including the reports of the Association of Metropolitan Municipalities, the League of Women Voters, the Legislative Auditor and the Citizens League.

2. The committee should consider proposals that will be presented to the 1993 session and update or develop League positions on those issues. Currently, bills that propose these changes are:
   - Give the Council additional responsibilities and powers to address key regional issues, such as the concentration of poverty in the core cities and first-ring suburbs or policies that seem to favor infrastructure investment and job development on the regional edge.
   - Change the structure of metropolitan agencies, so that the Council is a political subdivision with several operating divisions.
   - Elect the members of the Council directly by the voters.

3. In addition to studying these proposals and others, the committee should also identify fundamental policy issues affecting the region and its population.

4. The committee should consider whether the region would be better served by deferring action on some of the legislative proposals in favor of some sort of study process. In particular, it should consider the view that it is more important to identify fundamental issues of regional goals and challenges, reach consensus on how to approach those issues and then to address the structure of regional governance. In considering delay by the Legislature, it should acknowledge the urgency of problems that have been identified and consider the political implications of deferring action. The committee acknowledges the urgency of the problems, but in light of the sweeping nature of some changes recommended, the Legislature should take time to think through unintended consequences. There must also be an impetus for the changes.
5. The committee should identify a process for a legislatively mandated study of these fundamental policy issues which would attract a high caliber of public figures and would focus legislative and public attention on these issues. It should also identify tools that would underscore the importance of these issues and would press the Governor, the Legislature and local governments to work together to address these issues.

6. The committee should develop the framework for a larger study on these issues drawing upon the lessons learned, the barriers identified and the future goals outlined in the ideas developed for the legislature.

Regional Challenges and Regional Governance Committee

The members of the Committee were: Chair, Bill Johnstone, Partner, Dorsey and Whitney; Justice Sandra Gardebring, Supreme Court of Minnesota and former chair of the Metropolitan Council; Joe Gasper, Purchasing Manager, 3M Company; Ruby Hunt, Commissioner, Ramsey County; Amy Klobuchar, Attorney, Dorsey and Whitney; Barbara Lukermann, Senior Fellow, Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs and Director of Planning Programs; David Rodbourne, consultant and co-chair of the Citizens League Program Strategy committee; Donald G. Scheel, former Washington County commissioner; Bill Schreiber, assistant to the Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Transportation and former House Minority Leader; Clarence Shallbetter, public policy consultant; Judge Richard Solum, Hennepin County District Court; and Gertrude Ulrich, community activist and former Metropolitan Council member.

The committee met nine times between February 25, 1993 and April 7, 1993. The statement was approved by the Citizens League Board April 8, 1993.

The following individuals acted as resource people for the Committee: John Adams, University of Minnesota; Representative Phil Carruthers, Brooklyn Center; Mayor Don Fraser, City of Minneapolis; Michael Munson, Metropolitan Council; Representative Myron Orfield, Minneapolis

The following Citizens League staff worked on this statement: Marilou Fallis, research associate, prepared and provided the research for this statement. Lyle Wray, executive director, and Allan Baumgarten, associate director, developed the final language for the statement. Dawn Latulippe and Joann Latulippe provided administrative support to the committee.
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These reports are the product of the League's unique program of citizen-based research. To order copies, use the form in this report.

Results for Citizens, Options for Officials 6-16-92
Reform the Electoral Process, Restore the Public Trust 5-28-92
The Party Caucus: An Inquiry 4-5-91
New Regional Approaches to Library Services: Long Overdue 2-25-91
Large Trucks: A Small Piece of A Larger Problem 1-24-91
Remaking the Minnesota Miracle: Facing New Fiscal Realities 10-8-90
Because That's Where the Money Is: Why the Public Sector Lobbies 6-28-90
Does the System Maltreat Children? 4-3-90
Wiring Minnesota: New State Goals for Telecommunications 11-16-89
Losing Lakes: Enjoyment of a Unique Metropolitan Resource is Threatened 11-8-89
Access, Not More Mandates: A New Focus for Minnesota Health Policy 9-21-89
Community: A Resource for the '90s 7-25-89
The Metropolitan Council: Strengthening Its Leadership Role 3-23-89
Building Tomorrow by Helping Today's Kids 12-16-88
Charters = Choices for Educators + Quality for All Students 11-17-88
Cut Tax Exemptions, Boost Equity and Accountability 10-20-88
Stopping AIDS: An Individual Responsibility 5-09-88
The Public's Courts: Making the Governor's Nominating Process Statutory 1-28-88
Make the Present Airport Better-Make A New Airport Possible 12-17-87
Cooperatively-Managed Schools: Teachers as Partners 8-05-87
The New Weigh to Recycle 5-22-87
First Class Property Tax System 4-27-87
Start Right with "Right Start": A Health Plan for Minnesota's Uninsured 2-24-87
New Destinations for Transit 10-28-86
Commitment to Focus: More of Both 8-27-86

For titles and availability of earlier reports and statements, contact the Citizens League office, 612/338-0791

RECENT CITIZENS LEAGUE STATEMENTS

These statements update the League's positions on key issues. To order copies, use the form in this report.

Regional Challenges and Regional Governance 4-8-93
Health-Care Access for All Minnesotans 2-20-92
Testing Health-Care Workers for the AIDS Virus 12-11-91
Light Rail Transit: The Regional Transit Board's Proposal to the 1991 Minnesota Legislature 1-24-91
Letter to Legislature from Community Information Committee re: Financing at the University of Minnesota 4-07-89
Statement on Changing the Fiscal Disparities Law 1-15-88
Statement to the Governor & Legislature on Transportation Financing in 1988 1-04-88
Statement to Legislative Commission re: Road Financing 10-12-87
Statement to University of Minnesota Regents re: Commitment to Focus 7-7-87
Statement to Governor and Legislature on Innovation and Cost Control 4-8-87

For titles and availability of earlier reports and statements, contact the Citizens League office, 612/338-0791
Available Soon:
New Research from the Citizens League

**Minnesota Managed Care Review 1993**

Observers of the health reform scene have one eye on the White House and the other on Minnesota, a bellwether state for health care reform and policy. A new research report from the Citizens League, *Minnesota Managed Care Review 1993*, provides valuable information about Minnesota's health coverage marketplace, including health maintenance organizations, preferred provider arrangements and Blue Cross/Blue Shield. The report, now in its fourth edition, also analyzes key trends in enrollment, self-insurance and management arrangements and costs. It has received wide local and national attention for its insights into an important health care market.

*Minnesota Managed Care Review 1993* is a valuable "report card" for consumers and others who need to keep up with Minnesota's dynamic health care marketplace. League members can buy the report for $15.00; the nonmember price is $20.00. Discounts are available for multiple copy orders. To order your copies, please use the enclosed form or call the League at (612) 338-0791.

**Do you like your health care data in large doses?**

Although the report won't be available until July, the computer data sets developed by the League staff in preparing its analysis are now available. The managed health care files include data on health plan and hospital enrollment, finances, utilization, etc. The data files can be used on your PCs and Macintosh computers. Call the League office for details.

---


The Citizens League Public Affairs Directory is a handy guide to the people and organizations in the public, private, and nonprofit sectors that influence and implement public policy in the state. The 1993-94 edition will be available in June. Call the League office to order your copies.

---

**School Shopper Help for Parents**

**THE SCHOOL BOOK:**
A Comprehensive Guide to Elementary Schools in the Twin Cities

Minnesota parents who are selecting schools now have a concise source of comparative information. *The School Book, A Comprehensive Guide to Elementary Schools in the Twin Cities*, a new publication from the Citizens League, is available. The book profiles 449 public and private elementary schools in the metropolitan area.

The book features information about each school's curriculum, foreign languages, building and facilities, extracurricular activities, number of students and teachers, class size, use of technology, grading system, parent organizations and communications, and services such as latchkey and breakfast. Each school profile includes a self-description of the school's teaching philosophy and strengths.

*The School Book* also includes information about what to consider when choosing a school, an explanation of Minnesota's school choice law, an application for the open enrollment program, and a Metropolitan Council map of public schools and districts in the region. You can get a copy of *The School Book* by calling the Citizens League at 612/338-0791 or by using the enclosed order form. League members can buy the book for $10.00; the nonmember price is $12.95.
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WHAT THE CITIZENS LEAGUE IS

The Citizens League promotes the public interest in Minnesota by involving citizens in identifying and framing critical public policy choices, forging recommendations and advocating their adoption.

The Citizens League has been an active and effective public affairs research and education organization in the Twin Cities metropolitan area for more than 40 years.

Volunteer research committees of League members study policy issues in depth and develop informational reports that propose specific workable solutions to public issues. Recommendations in these reports often become law. Over the years, League reports have been a reliable source of information for governmental officials, community leaders, and citizens concerned with public policy issues of our area.

The League depends upon the support of individual members and contributions from businesses, foundations, and other organizations throughout the metropolitan area. For membership information, please call 612/338-0791.
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Join the Citizens League and help make things happen

Being a member of the Citizens League means you care about what happens in Minnesota and believe that good public policy depends upon an informed citizenry. League members can participate in citizen research that helps to shape public policy. If you join in 1993, the McKnight Foundation will match your dues. Membership also offers these benefits:

MINNESOTA AGENDA

Study Committees -- League members frame solutions to critical public policy issues.

Speak-Ups provide opportunities for face-to-face involvement. Citizens League On-Line uses technology to bring public affairs to you through a computer bulletin board.

MEETINGS

- Mind-Opener breakfast meetings — every Tuesday from Labor Day to June. Public officials, community and business leaders meet with League audiences to discuss and debate timely issues.
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- Minnesota Journal — 12 issues a year of timely public affairs news, analysis and commentary.

- Citizens League reports — full reports and statements on topics studied — free copies are a benefit of membership.